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 political institutions."' It threatens the ivory
 tower.

 Lipman is right. A holistic conceptual
 order, which came about in physics and ecol-
 ogy long before neoconservatives noticed it
 in the humanities and the arts, does mean

 revolution. And multiculturalism, affinn-
 ative action and the NEA's support of "cut-
 ting edge art" are all part of it. The culture's
 intellectual and artistic life is no longer even
 theoretically separable from its political life.

 Affirmative action has influenced the ideas
 being developed and transmitted because it
 has changed the composition of the intel-

 ligentsia. If these newly hired intellectuals

 are imparting to students views that differ

 significantly from received opinion, their
 teaching will naturally be construed by
 traditionalists as "political consciousness
 raising." And of course it is: that is what

 teaching does.

 But paradoxes abound. It was not only the
 critique of Westem values that broke down
 the walls of the ivory tower; it was also the

 neoconservative offensive against the
 academy. It was Bennett who, as Secretary of
 Education, initiated the criticism of the con-
 tent of humnanities courses, and it was the
 joumalist Charles Sykes who aroused non-
 academic citizens to think of academic re-
 search as "profscam." It is the neoconserva-
 tives who, by battling to preserve the belief
 that knowledge is above politics, have
 demonstrated to the populace the cultural

 holists' axiom that knowledge is socially
 constructed. At issue are the questions of
 what should be taught and who should teach,

 questions that attract public attention once

 the academy has ceased to be an ivory tower.
 Cultural holists, on the assumption that

 different viewpoints generate different un-

 derstandings of events, find a multicultural
 professoriat desirable. Traditionalists, on the
 assumption that truth transcends politics,
 think that affirmative action policies run
 counter to the university's purpose: to as-

 semble the "best" scholars and teachers to
 preserve, transmit and expand our civi-

 lization's knowledge.
 To the extent that humanistic scholarship

 is revisionary, it becomes an agent for
 change, as much an agent as science has been

 in this century. This, of course, is precisely
 what neoconservatives fear. But their percep-
 tion that revisionist scholarship has been ac-
 celerated by the inclusion of women, non-
 whites and non-Westemers in the profes-

 soriat is actually a confinnation of the cul-
 tural holists' assumption that cultural diver-
 sity in those investigating the world leads to
 multiple and conflicting assertions of belief.
 The admission of women, non-whites and
 non-Westerners into the ranks of the learned
 has provided empirical evidence that tradi-
 tional accounts of Western civilization have
 been held in place by the homogeneity of the
 culture's intelligentsia.

 F _OR NEOCONSERVATIVES, the practice of

 "multiculturalism" is symbolizedl by
 the anti-harassment codes that some

 colleges and universities have established to
 curtail speech and action that demean
 minority groups. The codes were designed to
 preserve "4civility" on campus-ideally, to
 diminish animosity related to social
 prejudices. But they were not to be success-
 ful, for reasons other than the abridgment of
 the First Amendment. Restriction of speech,
 as totalitarian societies have demonstrated,
 does not eliminate antagonisms whose roots
 are socio-economic. The codes reflect an in-
 dividualist philosophy for creating a better

 society: punish the individuals guilty of
 speech deemed inappropriate, rather than

 modify the system that inclines individuals
 toward racism and sexism. It iS an atonmstic
 taetic to resolve a structural problem.

 The similarity between the (now-dis-
 carded) University of Michigan's anti-

 harassment policy and Helmns' NEA amend-
 ment, which claimed to protect traditional
 American values, is remarkable. Both docu-
 ments seek to outlaw in publicly supported
 places the expression of opinion that offends;

 the major difference is that Helms targeted
 art and the University of Michigan targeted

 speech. Cultural holists, to be consistent with
 their rejection of authoritarianism, should be

 as opposed to the one as to the other.
 Authoritarianism belongs to the hierarchical
 model for society in which those in power

 maintain order, the order they like, through
 oppression. The way to create respect for
 diversity is to address the causes of social

 prejudices, not to censor its expression,

 which is simply an effect.

 Right-wing critics of the anti-harassment
 codes, many of whom had liked the Helms
 amendment, have paraded the codes before

 the public to elicit support for their many-

 pronged attack on multiculturalism. Sarcas-
 tically labeling as "politically correct" not
 only the codes but also the expansion of the

 canon, the critical analysis of Westem ideol-
 ogy, the establishment of women's studies

 and ethnic studies programs, and the

 preferential hiring of minorities, they have

 mocked a variety of efforts to instill in stu-

 dents an appreciation of human variety.

 What the neoconservatives have done,

 however, is to to denounce the methods of
 some multiculturalists in order to tum the

 public against the multiculturalists' goal,

 which is a society where no group suffers

 oppression. Through anecdotes about man-

 datory instruction in what George Will sar-
 castically called "officially approved think-
 ing," they have convinced much of the public

 that free intellectual inquiry in higher educa-
 tion is in danger.

 Free intellectual inquiry is in danger, but

 more from the Right than from the Left.
 When Equal Opportunity laws enabled

 members of groups traditionally at the bot-
 tom of the social ladder to participate in

 intellectual discourse, those individuals

 naturally expressed views that differed from
 the views of the dominant class. The cam-

 paign against multiculturalism, therefore, is

 actually a campaign against policies that
 have permitted the previously speechless to

 speak. It is in effect a crusade to suppress a
 conversation about the social order. Because

 they cannot stop the conversation, opponents

 of multiculturalism have caricatured it as an

 attempt to destroy the foundations of
 Westem civilization.

 To see the racist implications of the

 crusade, one need only examine what the

 neoconservatives would substitute for multi-

 culturalism. If the opposite of multicul-
 turalism is uniculturalism, then it is obvious

 that their ideal is a situation in which a single
 culture predominates. Since the United
 States is now composed of a variety of ethnic

 populations, preserving the dominance of the
 culture of our "founding fathers" means per-
 petuating a hierarchical social order in which

 only those sharing the values of the "found-

 ing fathers" teach. The indignation over the

 tenuring of 1960s "radicals," amnong whom
 are many women and non-whites, implies

 that thinkers of that generation should not be
 permitted to contribute to the intellectual dis-
 cussion of our time because they don't think

 the right way-they are not "American"
 enough. To blame affirmative action policies
 for the "widespread assault on what is
 variously called Western, or European, or
 white-dominated, or male-dominated civil-

 ization" is to assert that minority groups

 profess the wrong values.
 In the long run, the effort to preserve the

 West's-specifically, the United States'-
 traditional identity is doomed to failure. The

 concept of Western civilization over which
 neoconservatives and cultural holists are batt-

 ling now will not be decided by the momen-

 tary persuasiveness of either side's argumnents
 but rather by the racial and cultural composi-

 tion of the population. And although neo-

 conservatives may attempt to suppress the
 voice of academic cultural holists, they can-

 not prevent the worldwide contact and inter-

 mingling of cultures and races, the interaction
 of peoples with diverse views and interests,

 the exchange of ideas of justice. That inter-
 mingling will bring the ladder down. 4.

 Excerpted from Laying the Ladder Down:

 The Emergence of Cultural Holism, ?3 1992
 Betty Jean Craige, forthcoming from the

 University of Massachusetts Press.

 tSamuel Lipman, "Backward and
 D)ownward with the Arts," Commnenuiy,
 vol.89, no.5 (May 1990).

 Historically correet
 by Ruth Perry

 T HE PHRASE 'POLrCALLY CORRECT," like a will o' the wisp on the murky

 path of history, has glimmered and vanished again as successive

 movements for social change have stumbled across the uncertain terrain.

 Its erratic appearance has always brought consternation as well as relief,

 resistance as well as consent. Like a recurring refrain in a song, or an

 incantatory line in a poem, its meaning changes each time it appears.

 The phrase scems first to have gained
 currency in the US in the mid to late sixties

 within the Black Power movement and the

 New Left, although the phenomenon-label-
 ing certain acts and attitudes as right or
 wrong-must be as old as belief itself.l In-
 deed, anthropologists will tell you that all
 communities evolve their norns. But in the
 cra in which "politically correct" emerged as
 a popular phrase, the various groups that
 made use of it were all newly organized,
 whistling in the dark, trying to get their bear-
 ings, reaching for common terms to name the

 "plastic," "corporate," "'mechanistic,"
 "alienated," "white-supremacist," "sexist,"
 "militaristic" society they wanted to change.

 Feminists of various stripes, Black Pan-
 thers, activists against the Vietnam war or
 against the House Un-American Activities
 Committee, civil rights workers, Black Mus-
 lims and other elements of the Black Power
 movement, hippies and counter-cultural
 pacifists-all of these groups were evolving
 their own agendas, their own intemal

 dynamics, their own organizing strategies,
 their own political tactics, their own iden-
 tities. Officially suspicious of the older
 generation (Question authority! Don't trust
 anyone over 30!), these groups saw them-
 selves as discontinuous with past move-
 ments: fresh, new and visionary.

 In this context, the phrase "politically cor-
 rect" meant as many different things as the
 people who used it. Usually marked with
 quotation marks or italics, it expressed a
 combination of distrust for party lines of any
 kind and a simultaneous commitment to
 whichever dimension of social change that
 person was working for. Used every which
 way-straight, ironically, satirically, inter-
 rogatively-it focused and expressed all the
 uncertainties about dogmatism and preachi-
 ness that these new movements were ques-
 tioning, including the pieties of the Old Left,
 of corporate America and of the govemnment.

 It probably came into the New Left vo-
 cabulary through translations of Mao Tse-
 tung's writings, especially in "the little red
 book" as it was known, Quotations from
 Chairman Mao Tse-tung. Mao used the word
 "correct" a lot (or rather his translators used
 it), as in "correct" or "incorrect" ideas. In a
 speech from 1957, "On the Correct Handling
 of Contradictions Among the People," first
 translated in 1966 and widely disseminated
 in excerpts in the little red book, he stated
 that "The only way to settle questions of an
 ideological nature or controversial issues
 among the people is by the democratic
 method, the method of discussion, of criti-
 cism, of persuasion and education, and not

 by the method of coercion or repression."
 This is the same essay in which he advocated

 "letting a hundredl flowers blossom" and "let-
 ting a hundred schools of thought contend,"
 and "long term co-existence and mutual su-

 pervision." In other words, the Maoist posi-
 tion at the time was that correct thinking-

 thinking that would help the new socialist
 state survive-could be achieved by free
 speech, contention and mutual criticism.

 These three conditions of thought and speech
 were assumed to entail one another rather
 than to inhibit- one another.

 The little red book had an enormous in-

 fluence on the New Left because it was read
 avidly by two constituencies, by Black as
 well as by white radicals. The Black Panthers

 sold copies of it to raise money. Black

 revolutionlaries from the cultural nationalists
 to the Muslim pan-Mfricanists quoted it. In

 fact the earliest memories of the term "politi-

 cally correct" that I have been able to elicit

 from friends and acquaintances on either the

 New or the Old Left are the memories of

 Black friends guilt-tripping or being guilt-
 tripped about their dedication to the Black

 Power movement. To be politically incorrect
 in the late sixties as a Black was to be an

 Uncle Tom, a non-revolutionary, or a sloppy
 person-a hippie, for instance. Going with a
 white person was defimiitely incorrect
 Women who stood up to their Black brothers
 as feminists rather than staying within tradi-

 tional nurturing female roles were also incor-
 rect.

 INDEED, THE EARLIEST textual reference to
 the phrase that I have been able to find is
 in an essay by Toni Cade (not, as yet,

 Bambara) "On the Issue of Roles," in the

 anthology she edited in 1970, The Black

 Woman. In the essay she tells a teaching anec-
 dote about confronting gender prejudice in a

 Black class by reading aloud an anti-feminist

 paper in which all the references to men and
 women had been changed to "us" and "them,'

 thus disguising the sexism as racism. "And

 sure enough everyone reacted to phrases like

 '1 don't believe in the double standard, but' or
 'They're trying to take over' and agreed it was
 the usual racist shit." When the uproar died

 down after she revealed her trick, the point

 remained, as she put it: "racism and

 chauvinism are anti-pcople. And a man can-

 not be politically correct and a chauvinist

 too."3
 The next year, 1971, Toni Cade Bambara

 published a book for children, Tales and

 Stories for Black Folks. In the Contributor's
 Notes she described herself as "a young
 Black woman who writes, teaches, or-

 ganizes, lectures, tries to leam and tries to

 raise her daughter to be a correct little sister."
 Within months, Audrc Lorde responded to

 this with a poem with a very long title: "Dear

 Toni/Instead of a Letter of Congratula-
 tion/Upon your Book And Your Daughter/
 Whom You Say You Are Raising To Be/A
 Correct Little Sister."

 Audre Lorde's poem takes issue with
 Bambara's boast about raising her daughter

 to be correct, and claims experience as the

 only training for "correctness":

 I know beyond fear and history
 that our teaching means keeping trust

 with less and less correctness

 only with ourselves-

 For this poet, no less dedicated to the struggle
 for Black women, the notion of political cor-

 rectness stuck in her craw. Still she was

 grateful to her friend and sister Toni Cade for

 "'going and becoming/ the lessons you teach
 your daughter," for her warrior spirit and for
 her commitment. She ends the poem hope-

 fully, blessing both their daughters, and

 pointing out that she and Toni Cade together

 form the landscape for these girls:

 printed upon them as surely

 as water etches feather on stone.

 Our girls will grow into their own

 Black Women

 finding their own contradictions

 that they will come to love

 as 1 love you.

 Do not lose sight of the personal in the politi-

 cal, she is saying. Our daughters will become

 who they are in relation to who we are; they

 will have their own battles to fight, their own

 contradictions to handle.
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 Almost from the start, then, the phrase

 occasioned a dispute over what defmed

 "politically correct" and over its uncritical
 use. That accords with Maurice Isserman's
 memory about the use of the phrase in the

 early seventies, recently recorded in an ar-
 ticle in Tikkun. "It was always used in a tone
 mocking the pieties of our own insular politi-
 cal counterculture," he wrote, "as in 'We
 could stop at McDonald's down the road if
 you're hungry,' or 'we could spend good
 money to get the television fixed,' etc.-'but
 it wouldn't be politically correct'.'4

 There were some, no doubt, like the
 young Toni Cade, who used the phrase

 straight up, without irony, without self-
 mockery. But practically as soon as anyone
 did use it that way, it was picked up and
 parodied by the sceptics, the anarchists, the

 individualists-whoever was worrying
 about the constraints of dogma.

 TIIIS IHSTORY WAS REPEATED with a

 vengeance in the so-called "Sex

 Wars," the debates among feminists

 about women's sexuality, about pomo-

 graphy, and most especially about lesbian

 sadomasochistic practices. Positions in the
 "Sex Wars" polarized at the famous Bar-
 nard Conference, "The Scholar and the

 Feminist IX: Towards a Politics of Sexual-
 ity," held on April 24, 1982. One of the

 purposes of this conference was to ques-
 tion whether or not there was such a thing
 as "politically correct" sexual practice, and

 to address issues of pleasure and fear, "ac-
 knowledging that sexuality is simul-
 tancously a domain of restriction, repres-
 sion, and danger, as well as a domain of

 cxploration, pleasure, and agency."S
 From the earliest stages of planning for

 this conference, in September 1981, the
 question of "political correctness" had come
 up, in quotes, in relation to female sexuality.
 Muriel Dimen proposed to examine the
 "Iinks between sexual 'political correctness'
 and other forms of 'political correctness'
 both on the Left and the Right. What was a
 feminist to do if her sexual gratification was
 tied to "politically incorrect" fantasies? Were

 anti-pomography activists simply re-inscrib-

 ing Victorian images of prudish "good
 girls"? Was the "pro-sex" faction simply
 enacting patriarchal paradigms of domina-
 tion and submission and playing into the
 hands of a billion-dollar pomography in-
 dustry that exploited and dehumanized
 women?

 The conflict was exacerbated by a
 "Speakout on Politically Incorrect Sex"
 sponsored by the Lesbian Sex Mafia, many
 of them, according to Ann Ferguson, "self-
 identified 'SIM' lesbian feminists who argue
 that the moralism of the radical feminists
 stigmatizes sexual minorities such as butchl

 femme couples, sadomasochists, and man/
 boy lovers, thereby legitimizing 'vanilla sex'
 lesbians and at the same time encouraging a

 return of a narrow, conservative, 'feminine'
 vision of ideal sexuality."7 The speakout

 was, in tum, picketed by the Coalition for a

 Feminist Sexuality and against Sado-
 masochism, whose leaflet protested the ex-

 clusion from the conference of "feminists
 who have developed the feminist analysis of

 sexual violence, who have organized a mass

 movement against pornography, who have

 fought media images that legitimize sexual
 violence, who believe that sadomasochism is

 reactionary, patriarchal sexuality, and who

 have worked to end the sexual abuse of
 children."8

 Each side felt that the other side was

 standing in the way of liberation; each felt
 that the other was working against the inter-

 ests of women. The so-called radical femi-

 nists accused the Lesbian Sex Mafia of politi-
 cally incorrect sexual practices, and the LSM
 in tum gleefully appropriated this terminol-
 ogy and began to flaunt it as enviable, sexy,

 radical. Within lesbian circles, being "politi-

 cally incorrect," like being a "bad girl," was
 coming to mean hip, sophisticated, rebel-

 lious, impulsive.

 Meanwhile, the organizers of the Bamard

 conference and their supporters circulated
 and published a letter deploring the cen-

 soriousness of such groups as Women
 Against Pomography or Women Against
 Violence Against Women. "Feminist discus-

 sion about sexuality cannot be carried on if
 one segment of the feminist movement uses

 McCarthyite tactics to silence other voices,"
 they wrote.9 That was in 1982.

 IIE PON OF REIIEARSING this history is

 to demonstrate that the phrase "politi-

 cally correct" has always been double-

 edged. No sooner was it invoked as a genuine
 standard for sociopolitical practice-so that

 we might live as if the revolution had already

 happened-than it was mocked as purist,
 ideologically rigid and authoritarian. Al-
 though the mainstream press is obviously
 trying to construct the phrase on a Stalinist
 "party line" model, there is little evidence of
 its use in the Old Left, and a great deal of
 evidence that within the New Left it was

 nearly always used with a double conscious-
 ness. Indeed, the fact that the phrase has sur-
 vived with these self-mocking, ironized

 meanings is testimony to a kind of self-critical
 dimension to New Left politics, a flexibility,

 a suspiciousness of orthodoxy of any sort.
 This history makes the current media

 campaign to discredit the Left especially in-
 furiating. "Politically correct" has long been
 our own term of self-criticism; for George

 Bush anld his hired hands-Cheney, Bennett
 and D'Souza-to use the term places them

 squarely in the camp of the leather dykes,

 baiting the earnest, an irony the readers of the

 Women's Review will enjoy. But the motive

 behind the current press campaign is hardly
 directed towards pleasure or knowledge. The

 timing of the campaign to discredit "political

 correctness" coincides with that other media

 event calculated to wipe out the sixties and to

 "kick the Vietnam syndrome," the Gulf War.
 The attack on the "politically correct" in

 the universities is an attack on the theory and

 practice of affrnative action-a legacy of
 the sixties and seventies-defined as the

 recruitment to an institution of students and

 faculty who do not conform to what has al-
 ways constituted the population of academic

 institutions: usually white, middle-class,
 straight, male. The cultural, or as some like to

 say, ideological, aspect of this practice has

 been the reassessment of whose culture is

 worth studying and knowing: whose history,

 whose literature, whose customs, whose at-

 titudes, whose self-definitions.
 This investigation has created no little ex-

 citement in departments of history, literature,
 psychology, sociology-and even a number

 of business schools. Certainly some part of

 the animus against the "politically correct" as

 newly defined by the Right has been
 generated by particular battles waged on

 those fronts. I would feel better about the

 campaign to expose the "politically correct"

 if the campaigners were willing to argue

 about the justice of affirmative action rather
 than the motives of those advocating this

 cultural adjustment.

 For that's what the stakes are, just as they
 were in the late sixties, at the beginning of the

 ferment-how to redistribute power, know-
 ledge and resources in this country. The ap-
 propriation of the New Left's in-joke by
 Bush and by the popular press, pretending to
 expose some narrow-minded doctrinaire
 position, is ludicrous in the face of the wor-
 sening economic and political position of
 women and African Americans in this
 country. Without rehearsing the depressing
 statistics about unemployment, salary scales,
 mortality, education levels and the like, let
 me end by pointing out that insofar as the
 accusation of "political correctness" restrains
 or embarrasses anyone inclined to point out
 these appalling inequalities, the phrase is
 now successfully forestalling discussion of
 everything it ever stood for.

 In this Orwellian inversion, only those
 who uphold the conservative status quo are
 exempt from ridicule; only those who believe
 that the existing distribution of wealth and
 power is "natural," or inevitable, are depicted
 as operating without ideological bias. Like
 Goliath trying to disqualify David by appeal-
 ing to fair play, the government and the press
 are playing a disingenuous role in this con-
 test. As our history reminds us, all we ever
 had were a few pebbles, and we've been
 polishing them for years. The point is to
 remember why we collected them in the first
 place. 0

 Thanks to Toni Cade Bambara, Paul Breines,
 Paul Buhle, Robin Kilson, Amy Lang, Harry
 Magdoff, Ayida Mthembu, Mark Naison,
 Susan Reverby, Louise Rice, Ellen Schreck-
 er, Ann Snitow and Alan Wald for their
 memories.

 NOTES:

 In a recent letter to the Chronicle of
 Higher Education (June 26, 1991),
 Howard M. Ziff writes that he remembers
 the phrase used in the early 1950s as a
 euphemism for "party line"; but I have
 found no corroboration of this usage from
 historians of the Old Left, card-carrying
 members, or long-time associates.

 2Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung
 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1966),
 p.52. Mao did not, of course, invent the
 concept of "correct" ideas. As far back as
 1935, Joseph Wood Krutch, in an article
 "On Academic Freedom" in The Nation
 (April 17, 1935), noted that leftists were
 beginning to sound more like conserva-
 tives in believing that "'correct' opinions,"
 as opposed to debate and conflicting ideas,
 should be taught in school.

 3his essay was excerpted from a lecture
 delivered to the Livingston College Black
 Women's Seminar in 1969.

 4Maurice Isserman, "Travels with Dinesh,"
 Tikkun, vol.6, no.5, p.82.

 5This "Concept Paper" was published as an
 addendum to Pleasure and Danger, ed.
 Carole S. Vance (Boston: Routledge and
 Kegan Paul, 1984), pp.443-446.

 6Hannah Alderfer et al., eds., Diary of a
 Conference on Sexuality (New York: Facul-
 ty Press, 1982). A searching essay on the
 subject by Muriel Dimen was subsequently
 published in Carole S. Vance, ed., Pleasure
 and Danger, pp.l38- 148.

 7Ann Ferguson et al., "Forum: The Femi-
 nist Sexuality Debates," Signs, vol. 10, no.
 1 (1984), p.107. Ann Ferguson's introduc-
 tion to this fascinating collection of posi-
 tion papers on the subject is beautifully
 documented. See also Carla Freccero,
 "Notes of a Post-Sex Wars Theorizer," in
 Conflicts in Feminism, ed. Marianne
 Hirsch and Evelyn Fox Keller (New York:
 Routledge, 1991), pp.305-325.

 8The entire leaflet is reprinted in Feminist
 Studies, vol.9, no.1 (Spring 1983), pp.l80-
 182.

 9Ibid., pp.l79-180.
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